TESTIMONIALS
“We have enjoyed living here and
the people are friendly. The team
does a real good job. We would
recommend buying or selling with
them, as well as recommend living
in Paradise Shadows.”
~David Ammons & Danny Hayes
#115
“Everything went fast & smooth.
The park has a good team and work
well together; owner, manager &
maintenance guy. It was a pleasant
buying experience.”
~Howard Kim #225
“The staff at Paradise Shadows is
very professional and courteous.
They helped me find a home that
best suited my needs.”
~Jeff Scofield #89
“The staff is very professional and
kind. I am so happy we chose Paradise Shadows for our Mother to
move into. She is happy and feels at
home. Everyone made her feel welcome and is so polite to her. We see
a wonderful difference in her.”
~Tamara Shepherd/Karen Hart
#117
“The team was very friendly and
accommodating in showing us
homes for sale and was extremely
helpful getting all the paperwork
completed with the sale as we were
moving from out of state. Paradise
Shadows is a very clean community, nicely landscaped and has wonderful amenities. It is a great location and close to shopping, restaurants and our children. The residents are friendly, too.”
~Robert & Janis Raymock #154
“Fay and her team were very good
to work with when I purchased my
home.” ~Sharon Schumman #96

Paradise Shadows MHP
Ant Age 55+ Community
2701 E Utopia Road, Office
Phoenix, AZ 85050
602-971-5175
Www.ParadiseShadows.com
“I purchased a mobile home in Paradise Shadows. The office staff’s
welcoming spirit was a HUGE
DRAW. They helped me evaluate all
the negatives concerning the work
that needed to be done on the home
and showed me the simplicity of it
all. They accommodated me beautifully through all questions and procedures. I look forward to spending
time in my new home.”
~Dulcie Smith #105
“I had not lived in a mobile home
before and I sought guidance time &
time again. Their patience and topnotch courtesies never waivered despite all my concerns. I could not ask
for a higher level of customer service. Kudos to the staff for being
there always, no matter the concern
or question.” ~Dixie Fencl #94
“I found Paradise Shadows on-line.
When I came to visit, I was very impressed. The staff could not have
been more welcoming, friendly and
helpful. They introduced me to some
residents, who were also welcoming
& friendly. I would recommend Paradise Shadows and Paradise Manufactured Homes of Phoenix if you are
looking to buy or sell a home.”
~Mary Dunn #238

Presented by Paradise
Mfd Homes of Phoenix

“We were thrilled with the prompt and
professionalism that Paradise Manufactured Homes of Phoenix offered. We had
just purchased our home a few months
ago, but due to a family emergency, we
had to move out of state. We were devastated and concerned about when would
the home sell? They listed the home one
day and had us an accepted offer the
very next day! Though we were sorry to
leave, we were relieved to be able to
move and take care of important family
matters. We would definitely recommend buying or listing with Paradise
Manufactured Homes of Phoenix. They
are THE BEST!”
~Dan & Olivia Cully #106
I had a great experience purchasing my
home with Paradise Manufactured
Homes. I would recommend them to
anyone! ~Phyllis Lawson #72
“Top notch sales people. I had a very
positive experience. I first tried to sell
our home myself without any success. I
highly recommend the on-site sales team
to sell your home and not waste the time
and effort of trying to sell yourself. They
do A-ONE job! ~Eugene Kumpula #69
“I would recommend listing your home
in Paradise Shadows with the on-site
sales team. They have consistently
worked diligently to qualify prospective
buyers. They show our home very professionally and are very courteous.”
~Deborah Dudley #77
“We had a list of 3 parks to look at. Paradise Shadows was first on our list. I
walked in our home and knew this was
the one! We are both quite pleased with
our home, the park, the common facilities and management. Also, the owners
are real people...they care!”
~Camille & Jerry Massey #108

Call our on-site sales team today
at 602-971-5175 to help you
FIND your DREAM home in Paradise Shadows!

